7 reasons why LinkedIn will be a
top tool for recruiters in the future
Although LinkedIn isn't perfect, there is no doubt that it is fast becoming the number one go to
database for recruiters and here are the top 7 reasons why.

Reason 1 - Continually expanding member base
It has now become the norm for
professionals to have a LinkedIn
proﬁle.

Individuals actively seeking new
employment can still have a proﬁle
without being suspected of looking for
another job.

Reason 2 - LinkedIn has a higher proportion of passive to active
members

It is generally easier for recruiters to
communicate with individuals who are actively
seeking new employment, also known as
active members.

Passive members are those who aren’t
actively seeking new employment but
who would still make an ideal candidate
and LinkedIn is the perfect platform to
communicate with this audience.

Reason 3 - LinkedIn makes it easier to source or refer potential

candidates

Keywords and groups on LinkedIn allow
recruiters to easily pinpoint users in a speciﬁc
industry or profession.
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Recruiters can then refer these
candidates to fellow colleagues or
clients.

Reason 4 - Proﬁles can be more up to date than a CV
As CV's are used on an 'as and when' basis
they quickly become out of date.

CV

As LinkedIn proﬁles are public there
is more pressure for individuals
to keep them up to date.
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Reason 5 - LinkedIn proﬁles can be compared easily
As LinkedIn has a standardised proﬁle it is
much easier for recruiters to compare key
attributes, rather than sifting through various
CV styles.

LinkedIn also records any
communication between individual
members and records it in a timeline
format.

Reason 6 - LinkedIn provides easy job application capabilities
Recruiters can use they 'Apply with LinkedIn' button making it
eﬀortless for members to apply for jobs they post.

Reason 7 - LinkedIn provides a recommendation tool
Members can post recommendations onto
connections proﬁles, including previous
employers & colleagues. This means that
consultants can use these recommendations
rather than chasing for references.

LinkedIn's introduction feature allows a
candidate to introduce a recruiter to
connect with one of their contacts.

Click here for more information on how LinkedIn is set to become the top tool
for recruiters in the future.

